LENOVO UNIFIED WORKSPACE
SARASOTA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Less Complexity, More Teaching Time,
Better Results
How one of Florida’s largest school districts used
Lenovo Unified Workspace to empower educators and
students and streamline IT management
In 2011 Florida passed SB2120, requiring all public
schools to adopt digital textbooks by the 2015-2016
school year.
Early on, Sarasota realized that without a centralized way
to execute the transition to digital textbooks, not all
students would get equal access to the full benefits of
digital learning. The existing solutions depended too
much on already time-crunched teachers to
implement, and suffered from complex deployment and
low awareness of all the resources classrooms had
available to them.
• Common Classroom Challenges:
• Time-intensive student rostering process
• Students working on multiple devices in many locations
• Teachers and admins storing passwords on sticky notes and spreadsheets
• 30-35 apps per teacher
• Low resource awareness—what is available and where?
• Desktops shared between 5+ students
In that kind of digital environment, how do you ensure a consistent experience for teachers,
students, staff and parents?
Let’s look at how one of Florida’s largest school district partnered with Lenovo to tackle the
problem.

“

…it’s about increasing classroom instruction time for teachers
and increasing classroom learning time for students.
-Linda Loonam, Instructional Technology Specialist
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Sarasota Independent School District
43,000 students. 5,100 employees. 48,100 unique challenges.
In order to level the playing field across classrooms and lessen dependence on teachers for
digital implementation, Sarasota needed one system that could offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Single sign-on capability
Secure access without VPN
High-level execution at the district level
Integration with existing digital content vendors
UX that could be customized by grade and age-group

To turn their vision of digital transformation into reality, Sarasota’s Director of IT and
Education Technology Facilitator partnered with Lenovo Unified Workspace to empower
students, teachers and parents and realize the full potential of digital learning.

ROI In The Classroom
Delivering Immediate Results
We worked closely with the IT department at Sarasota ISD to create a fully customized
version of Unified Workspace called “MySarasota” that resonated with students, parents
and teachers. By customizing the workspace to the end-users, IT was able to create a more
engaging and meaningful interaction for everyone.
•
•
•
•
•
•

85% daily sign on across the district
High awareness and utilization with students, faculty and parents
Decreased IT workload, especially password reset
Publishers created content that complied with MySarasota requirements
Increased instruction and learning time, less time spent solving tech issues in the
classroom
Improved security (no more passwords on sticky notes)

“…you create a more secure system. Gone are the days of
teachers and staff stuffing user names and passwords on
post-it notes under their keyboard”
-Scott MacAlllister, Systems Administrator
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Classroom Transformation With Lenovo Unified Workspace
Lenovo worked closely with the Sarasota ISD to implement a solution that solved many of
the hurdles that students, teachers and IT were facing, as well as some unexpected benefits
that fundamentally changed the digital learning experience across the district.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customized interface for an instantly recognizable experience
Each student and teacher was set up with a browser-based, single sign-on account
that allowed them to access all their education portals, apps and files on any device
or network
Consistent student log-ins and passwords from year to year
Reduced teacher rostering time at the start of each school year
Anytime, any network access for teachers meant no more staying after school hours
to get work done
High level implementation meant teachers had more time to teach, without trying to
solve IT problems in the classroom
Improved student engagement both in and out of the classroom
Increased requirements compliance from content vendors

“

The ease of any time access from anywhere… at home, at our
libraries, anyplace they have internet connectivity, they have
one URL they need to remember and they still have access to
what they need.
-Linda Loonam, Instructional Technology Specialist
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What Can Unified Workspace Do For You?
Unified Workspace doesn’t replace your existing platforms, it simply makes it easy to
access all your portals, apps and content in one place with single sign-on access.
Lenovo Unified Workspace has worked with great education partners to support third party
apps from a wide range of vendors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blackboard
Britannica School Edition
Clever
CK-12 Foundation
Common Core Studio
Special Education Automation Software (SEAS)
Hazelden
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
ITS Learning
myLexia
McGraw-Hill
Pearson
PLATO Learning Environment
Scholastic

And many, many more.
Don’t see the partners you’re looking for? Talk to us today to learn how we can help you
implement a customizable education workspace solution for your school.

“…you just leveled the playing field of education so now kids
all have access to the same resources”
-Scott MacAllister, Systems Administrator
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Lenovo Unified Workspace
Anywhere, anytime access to apps and content on any device and any network
Unified Workspace makes it possible to deliver a consolidated experience for students and
more flexible workspaces for faculty and staff—with minimal effort from IT. Unified
Workspace modernizes and simplifies IT management, enabling you to deliver single
sign-on browser-based access to educational or personal web-based apps, legacy
Windows apps, remote desktops, file shares and cloud-storage—anytime, anywhere,
on any device.
Unified Workspace removes hurdles in the digital learning revolution, and levels the playing
field across classrooms to give all students, teachers, parents and staff equal access to the
tools they need to succeed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Browser-based solution requires minimal IT touch on individual devices
Aggregate all portals, apps and files into one seamless interface
Adaptable integration allows IT to add new vendor portals as needed
Customizable interface ballows IT to customize UX by grade or curriculum level
Single sign-on access
Secure, any network access without VPN
Anywhere, anytime access from any device
High level execution lessens reliance on individual education facilitators
Reduced IT management and fewer support tickets
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